A number of factors are impacting the way AV services are transforming the workplace.

- The trend toward AV over Internet Protocol (AV over IP) rather than manufacturer-based protocols
- Dispersed work teams require more access to huddle spaces and meeting rooms for face-to-face collaboration
- Smaller collaboration rooms require equipment with flexible options, rather than traditional large conference room set-ups

“There are an estimated 32.4 million huddle rooms globally and less than 2 percent are video enabled.”

Source: researchandmarkets.com

The shift to AV over IP rather than standard manufacturer-based protocols allows for more flexibility in your AV room configurations and sizes. Drawing on decades of experience, including over 10,000 global AV installs, Iron Bow has developed systems that meet the needs of IP-based AV for smaller spaces.

**HUDDLE ROOM/SMALL CONFERENCE SPACE**

- One 55” display
- Video Conferencing codec (as desired by client)
- Wireless content
- Wired content sharing using a HDMI wall plate below the display
- Touch screen system control
MEDIUM CONFERENCE ROOM

- One or two displays less than 65” each or a LG 88” stretch option
- Video Conferencing codec (as desired by client)
- Wireless content sharing
- Wired content sharing using a HDMI wall plate below the display
- Touch screen system control

Iron Bow AV experts work with you to design and install the best-fit solution for your workspace needs. We partner with you from start to finish with the option to provide you with ongoing management services via our IronCare™ Service offerings.

IRON BOW IN ACTION

Four Star Systems for Four Star Use

A Department of Defense client required an upgrade to its audio visual capabilities in a number of its conference rooms which cater to high ranking Department officials hosting dignitaries. The engagement had a variety of challenges relating to the user comfort with high-end technologies, an inconsistent user-base, content sharing and security concerns along with severely outdated infrastructure. Iron Bow designed a solution that could meet these challenges while repurposing some of the client’s legacy equipment. The Iron Bow team implemented upgraded monitors, provided new audio mixers and installed a video wall that supports multiple inputs across the display. This solution allows for numerous inputs during a briefing such as several video teleconferencing inputs, presentation content and multiple live TV feeds all simultaneously running on the wall.

Strong. Longstanding relationships with leading AV vendors means expertise on the latest technologies and deployment approaches.

Flexible. Working within budget, compliance restraints and existing infrastructure we design solutions that work for you and your users.

Targeted. Understanding how your team works, we deploy the solution that will get adopted and used.